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CANNIBALISM DEMON 
 
SEERSGATE SAYS: 
 
There are actually real movings of eating other humans, and this way shall be stated as 
truly displeasing to the Great King. Movies make jokes and would take it lightly, eating 
humans. Why is this a bad thing to do? It usually will require a sacrifice of some sort. 
Satan has many ceremonies that kill people—to have a way to drink a person’s blood. 
But the plan to eat the person’s flesh would be to say to any that they have conquered 
their enemy and have fully devoured their way.  
 
The blood contains the person’s life source, where the life is found in the blood. The 
flesh is the person, and with an eating plan, there would be a full earthly destruction of 
that victim. Some offer their children. Some offer a stranger on the road. Some offer 
themselves and would pay this price as if they will return with a new way.  
 
Cannibalism is detestable. You are offering up a person over to full natural destruction. 
Satan is a spirit that can come and appear. He would be pleased with this demon form 
of worship. The Great Way will not have you eat any. His way is not to have you take a 
sacrificed plan and eat. Do not engage in this practice. 
 
YAHWEH SAYS: 
 
How will anyone break free from this? The strong man must be broken. Take a real look 
at what demon syncs with cannibalism: Murder demon. Satan loves to take life. 
Whether in the womb, outside the womb, young or old, Satan steals what is purposed 
to be and gives counterfeit happiness, joy, and comfort through the fleshly outlets. To 
steal the way of living is to yield counterfeit yieldings of ways of being fruitful and 
multiplying.  
 


